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Several aspects of radiation damage effects in fusion reactor neutron and ion irradiation
environments are amenable to treatment by transport theory methods. In this paper, multigr^up
transport techniques are developed for the calculation of particle range distributions. These
techniques are illustrated by analy=i? of Au-196 atoms recoiling from (n,2n) reactions with gold.
The results of these calculations agree very well with range calculations performed with the
atomistic code MARLOWE. Although some detail of the atomistic model is lost in the multigroup
transport calculations, the improved computational speed should prove useful in the solution of
fusion material design problems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to investigate the
applicability of multigroup transport methods to
the calculation of radiation damage by energetic
ions in amorphous materials. In particular, we
wish to evaluate the use of discrete ordinates
and Monte Carlo multigroup computer codes on ion
slowing down problems.

The interaction of charged particles with
amorphous media was analyzed by Sigmund1 with a
Eoltzmann transport equation model. He used a
semi-analytical approach known ?.s the moments
method to solve the Boltzmann equation. The
moments method is restricted to infinite medium
problems in which the differential cross sec-
tions c^n be represented with simple analytical
expressions. For many slowing ciown problems,
the;e assumptions are not valid.

To treat finite medium problems with arbi-
trarily complex cross-section representations,
ni-Tierical procedures are needed. The most
widely used and highly developed method for
numerical solution to the Boltsi.iann equation is
the discrete ordinates method.2

The discrete ordinates method has been epplied
to electron scattering problems by Bartine,
et al.3 However, several aspects of these cal-
culations are not desirable for analysis of ion
slowing down problems:

a. The discrete ordinates computer code was.
modified to account for continuous slowing
down of the electrons due to small-angle
Coulomb scattering;
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b. Photon transport, although important for
electron slowing down problems, has a
negligible effect nn ion slowing down
calculations;

c. Target atom transport, although important
for some slowing down problems such as
sputtering, was not treated in the elec-
tron transport vurk.

In a previous paper," we successfully used the
discrete ordinates computer code, AJ1ISH,5 to
calculate sputtering yields by light ions inci-
dent on the inner wall of a controlled thermo-
nuclear reactor (CTR). Although the usual
application of this code has been to neutron and
gaTOip-ray problems, many of the computational
algorithms are applicable to ion transport prob-
lems. Our development has involved the appro-
priate manipulation of AMISN input data, i.e.,
the multigroup cross sectiors, rather than code
modification. Therefore, any multigroup trans-
port computer code can be used. The success of
this multigroup transport method on sputtering
problems has encouraged us to apply related
methods to other atomic particle trans;Tt
problems of interest in fusion energy applica-
tions. The calculation of the penetration dis-
tance distribution, the topic of this paper, is
an example of such an application.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 The multigroup equation

Consider ions with energy E s normally incident
on a plane (x=0) of a thick slab (x=-a,+a). By
considering a particle balance in differential
phase space dxdEdy about the distance into the
slab, x, the particle energy, E, and the parti-
cle direction cosine relative to the x-axis, u,
a Boltzmann equation of the following form can
be written for the ion flux, 4>(XiE,y), in the
slab1'3'":
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The terms on the LHS of Eq. (l) represent losses
due to leakage and elastic collisions; the terms
on the RHS are gains due to ion production,
slowing down by electronic interactions, and
inccatter by elastic collisions, respectively.

To obtain the multigroup form jf Eq. (l), the
energy range (0,Es) is divided into tfG energy
segments or "groups." The Boltznanr* equation
is then integrated over energy group 0, i.e.,
from Eg to Eg_t. Within each group, the ion
flux is assumed separable:

• (x,E,u) = *o(x,l<)Wo(E) for EE(Eg,Eg_. >. (?)

With this assumed separability, the multigroup
fora of the ion slowing down problem is

(x,g)

NG

G'=l

(3)
dy'ZG._>G(lJ'-'-ti)<{>(}i(x,u'), for 0=1,.VG.

All terms in Eq. (3) have their standard multi-
group definitions as ̂ iven in Refs. 3 and U,
except for the "modified total crosp section,"
( whlc;h i s definej a s

r(MOD) _ _
la - ha

S(Eg)W(Eg).

In this equation, Ŝ G *s tJle t°tal multigroup
cross section, S is the electronic stopping
cross section, and W is the weight function of
Eq. 1.2).

2.2 Normalization

The product, S(E)W(E), can be viewed as a
cross section for ions slowing down below energy
E due to electronic interactions, e.g., the
reaction rate

(5)

(6)

is the rate at which ions enter group G by-
slowing down below Eg_j and

R( = <t>G(x,u)S(Eg)WG(Eg),

is the rate at which ions leave group G by
slowing down below Eg. Clearly, to conserve
ions

i.e., the number of ions leaving group G-l must-
equal the number entering the neighboring group,
G.

Equation (7) places an additional constraint on
the weight function. If this equation is not
satisfied, particle sources or sinks will occur
at the group boundaries and the problem will
not be properly normalized. To satisfy this
equation, an iterative procedure was adopted:
fluxes were used as weight functions to gener-
ate the multigroup cross sections which, in
turn, were used to calculate updated fluxes.
Several iterations were required to achieve
convergence oV the fluxes and proper normaliza-
tion of the calculation. T^e fluxes used in
this iterative procedure were calculated with
A:;iS.'I. An example of the convergence is given
in Section -t.

2.3 The slowing down density

Of interest in the slowing down problem is
the mean penetration distance of *he ions,
i.e., the "range," (x̂ >. To obtain a workable
definition of <x>, the following definition for
the slowing down density, p(x), was used:

p(x)dx r. the mraber of ionn that emerge (8)
froia interactions in dx with
energy less than 5eV.

Then,

Xp(x)dX. (9)

Higher moments of p(x) were also calculated.

The slowing down density is related to the
ion flux as follows:

NG

G=l
4G(x,u)du, (10)

where ffj_>-5ey is the probability that an ion
experiencing a collision in group G will emerge
from that collision with an energy less than
5eV.

3. CALCULATIONS. PHOCEPURES

3.3 Discrete and continuous interactions

In the development of Eq. (3), elastic inter-
actions with the nuclei of the slab material
were treated in the total interaction and in-
scatter terms of the Boltzmann equation ("dis-
crete interactions"). Inelastic interactions
with the electrons were treated in the continu-
ous slowing down term of the Boltzmann equation
("continuous interactions"). However, any
interaction in which small directional changes
of the incident particle occur can be treated
c"> a continuous interaction. If all nuclear
interactions are treated as discrete interac-
tions, many terms are needed in the Legendre :
expansion of the differential cross sections. '
To avoid these costly calculations, all inter- I
actions in which the incident particle scatters
through an angle less than a prescribed angle,
9m, are treated as continuous interactions.
For the calculations reported in this paper,
6m was set to five degrees, and a P9 Legendre !



expansion was uied. These values are based on
our experience with the sputtering calcula- !
ticns." For light ion slowing down calcula-
tions, lower values of B:n and higher ?£ ex par.- !
sions are necessary. j

3.2 Data representation

In Sigmund's work,1 the differential cross
3~?:ion for Thomas-Fermi interactions'was repre-
sented by :t power approximation,

io(2,T) = CK •'• T"1-™ d?, (11)

where

Ml,Z1 = mass, charge of the incident pa r t i c l e

M2,Z2 = mass, charge of the recoi l pa r t i c l e

a12 = O.).633(Zr'3+ Z 2 ' 3 ) " 1 ' 2 A

E B(m,Xra) = ( i ,1.309) for EA < E

= (1,0.5) for Ec •: E.

For lowe~ energies (E < Eft), th.? differential
cross section for Born-May_-r interactions \»-is
also represented with a power approximation of
the fora of Eq. (ll) with (m,Am) = (0,210. The
transition energies Eft, E-;, EQ were determine-]
by continuity of the nuclea- stopping power,
i.e.,

Tdo(E.T) (12)

In general, Eq. (ll) describes approximately t.he
scattering from a potential of the fora V(r) «

For screened Coulomb interaction between an
ion and an atom or between two atoms, Lindhard
et al. derived the following approximate form
of the differential cross section:

7ra? f(t'/2j
r37 dt, (13)

and f(t ) is a function that defends on the
assiomed form, of the screening function. This
function has been calculated "by Lindhard et al.6

for the collision jf neutral Thomas-Ferni atoms
and is shown in Big- 1 together with Winterbon's
analytical approximation' to f ( t ) , i.e.,

fA(t
1/2) = At"6[i + (2^t2'3)2'3j-3'2, (D.)

where X - 1.3C9. Also plotted Ln Fig. 1 is tlip
power approximation for thT Thornas-Fermi cross
section fm > 0) given by Eq. ( l l ) . As shown in
t h i s f igure , Eq. (I'-) ir. a be t t e r represc-ritatior?
of f t t 1 ' 2 ) than Sigmund's power approximation.

"1SIGMUND'S POWCR APPROXIMATION

WINTERBON'S ANALYTIC APPROXIMATION
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Fig. 1. Reduced differential cross section
for Thomas-Fermi potential.

For z'nr- -r.nmnr.ts method used by Sigmund, sim-
ple expressions r.uor as the power approximation
of Eq. (11) are needed. However, for the
numerical rcultigroup approach, more complex
expressions for da(E,T) can be used. In our
work, we used Vlinterbon's analytic i. oximation
to the Thomas-Fermi potential, i.e., Eqs. (13)
and (iM at energies above E^. For lower ener-
t;ir:"-. we used Sigmund's approximation to the
Born-Mayer potential, i.e., Eq. (ll) with m = 0.

The stopping cross section, S(E), is the
energy loss between discrete collisions per
unit track length of the particle. All energy
losses not included in the discrete loss terms
(total interaction and inscatter) of the
Boitzmann equation must be included in the cal-
culation of S(E), i.e., the energy loss due to
electronic interactions and the energy loss due
to nuclear interactions in which the incident
particle scatters through an angle less than 8m.

Electronic losses are calculated with the
following expression:8

SC(E) =

(15)

+ zf/ 3) 3'"

where

k - — (rî -)

."J = atom density

mr. = mass of an electron.

The energy loss due to nuclear interactions
in which the incident particle scatters through
an angle less than 6ra was calculated with the
following expression:

Y'Cj Tdc(E.T), (16)Sn(E) N

where Yi is the fractional energy tr. '-fer
associated with 9m. For the power approxima-
tion to the differential cross section, this
expression was evaluated analytically; for the
other representations of da(E,T), a numerical
im ejrat i^r, vas used.



The integrations necessary to obtain the mul-
tigroup parameters vere performed numerically.
To illustrate the procedure, consider evaluation
of the following quantity:

r W(E)cj(E)dS

W(E)dE

where W(E) is the weighting function of Eq. (2),
and (j(E) is an energy-dependent cross section.
Let W(E) = EYi and c(h') go roughly as E"Kl, where
m is determined by Eq. (11). Then,

fEb „.

(Yi + 1)
+ 1 - m ) /rrYi+1 _ EYi+l

V b a

Since Ena(E) is approximate1:;' constant, the
integration in d(E*^ ~:n) phase space can be
performed with fever intervals, K, than the
integration in dE phase space. Simpson's rule
of integration was performed in d(EYi+l-m) phase
spaco with N = 10 for all numerical integrations
in the cross-^section processing routines. The
Yj's were determined from the AMSN-caleulated
fluy.es.

3.3 Multigroup computer codes

Two multigroup computer codes were used to
analyze the ion slowing down problem: ANISto,
a one-dimensional (spatially) discrete ordi-
nates code, and MORSE,9 a three-dimensional
(spatially) Monte Carlo, code. ANISN was used
to calculate one-dimensional effects of inter-
est such as p(x) of Eq. (10) and its moments.
Also, as indicated earlier in this paper, ANISN
was used in the iterative procedure for the
multigroup cro.-s-section generation. MORSE was
used to calcu"ate multidimensional parameters
such as the vector range and the radial spread
of the ion slowing down distribution. The
product, E-tofG-»-5eV °*" E<5- (l^K is created as
an "activity cross section'1 by ANISH and a
"response function" "by MOSSE.

U. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the convergence of the AN13U
fluxes and the normalization constant for a
100 keV Au-196 atom' slowing down in gold. Also
shown in the table is the mean range as a func-
tion of iteration number. These tabulated
values indicate that meaningful results can be
obtained for this problem after about three
iterations. The total cpu time required for all
data in this table is about 17. It minutes on the
IBM 360/91. This cross-section generation time

must be added to that of any multigroup slowing
down calculation to evaluate the merits of the
rault.i.group approach.

Table 1. Conve*tjp*
r" *e of AlIISH Fluxes (A)

and the Normalization Constant During
Multigroup Processing

Energy N ^
Group **\

2
3
li

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
111

l ' j
16
17
18
19
20
21

Normalization
Constant
Calcr'-ted
Range, A

1

8.35
61.7
27.7
17.3
12.3
8.66
6.20
it.28
3.70
2.99
2.77
2.67
2.59
2.50
2.1*1
2.31
2.18
2.0l*
1.88
1.71
1.52

1.030

135.7

100 V.eV

2

8.33
56.5
25.8
16.6
li.it

8.07
5.79
3.99
3.1*5
2.79
2.59

2 . I l l
2.31*
2.25
2.15
2. Oil
1.92
1.76
1.63
1.1*7

0.086

126.1

Au-196

3

8.3U
57-3
26.0
16.8
11.6
8.16
5.86
li.03
3.1*9
2.82
2.61
2.52
2.UU
2.36
2.28
2.18
2.06
l.9k
1.80
1.66
1.50

1.002

128.7

in gold)

it

8.3lt
57.3
26.0
16.7
11.6
8.16
5.86
It.02
3.1*9
2.82
2.61
2.52
2. Mi
2.36
2.27
2.17
2.06
I.9I*
1.80
1.66
1.1*9

1.000

128. li

Figure 2 illustrates some of the detail for
the slowing down problem that can be obtained
with the multigroup discrete ordinates code,
ANISN. Shown in the figure is the slowing down
density, p(x), for Au-196 in gold. Also shown
is the slowing down distribution as calculated
by MARLOWE,10 an atomistic simulation code. Al-
though MARLOWE uses scattering data based on the
Koliere approximation to the Thomas-Fermi poten-
tial (as opposed to the LSS theory6 of ANISN),
reasonably good agreement is obtained.
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Fig. 2. The slowing down density for 100 keV
Au-196 atom in gold.



The multigroup Monte Carlo code, MORSE, was
also used to analyze this problem (Au-196 inci-
dent or. gold). The MORSE results for several
integral parameters is shown in Taoic 2 alonf
with the comparable results from ANI3N and
MARLOWE. With HORSE and MARLOWE (and unlike
AMIS?)), multidimensional paraneterr can be cal-
culated. Since i'ORSE is a multigroup code,
unlike MARLOWE, much of the cross-section
manipulation is performed by the multigroup
cross-section generation code. As a result,
Monte Carlo histories can be processed faster
by MORSE than by MARLOWE — roughly ten tir.es
faster for this problem.

Table 2. Comuarison of Integral
for 100 keV

Parameter

<x'>, X

<x!>, V

Radial Spread, A

Vector Range, X

cpu time
(IBM 360/91)? min

Based on 1C

Not amenabl

Au-19o Slowing Down

ANISN

1.000

128.4

234u7.

b

b

4 .B

HORSE*3

0.991 t 0.008

125.5 t 2.0

22676. • 573.

86.08 t 1.B4

161.0 i 2.7

9.8"

,000 histories.

e to one-dimensional analy.
CThe ANISN and MORSE computation times

the 17.4 min. required on the IBM 360/91 to
multigraup cross sections.

JRun on the IBM 360/195: a conversion
was used to obtain equivalent IBM 360/91 cpi

Paraneters
in Gold

MAW.0UE"

1.0

121.3 i 0.7

19350.

67.53 • 0.42

144.1 1 0.7

108.0d

i s .

do not include
generate the

actor of 2.0
times.

5.

Multigroup transport methods Viave been ap-
plied to the problem of Au-196 slowing down in
gold. Although Sigmund's transport model is
used in this work, the approximations in
Sigmund's work that make it inapplicable to
many slowing down problems are avoided by the
multigroup solution method. Through modifica-
tion of the multigroup cross-section defini-
tions, standard computer codes, such as ANISM
and MORL?E, were used to solve charged particle
interaction problems. The multigroup approach
enables calculation of the ion range distribu-
tion and related quantities such as ion reflec-
tion coefficients, ion sputtering, and the
behavior of ion beams penetrating thin foils.
In fact, any problem concerning the interaction
of energetic particles (ions and afcoras) with
sw"Ctureiess (amorphous and polycrystalline)
media can probably be treated with these
methods.

Thus far, work has been limited.to one-
coraponent targets and to cross sections based
on Li;,.ihard-Scharff-Schio,tt theory. Efforts
are currently being pursued to extend this work
to multicoraponent targets (such as alloys and
compounds) and to the construction of cross-
sections based on classical potential scattering.
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